using Medicare Enterprise for eligibility verification and claims correction together, the time and efficiency
“ Byof entering
and submitting claims was incomparable to our previous method. We are all very satisfied with all
of the products we use and only wish we would have found them sooner!
”
Erica Ashford, Regional Manager
NHS Management, LLC

MEDICARE ENTERPRISE PACKAGE
Everything a skilled nursing facility needs to optimize reimbursement.

Skilled nursing facilities face constant regulatory and economic challenges, all while trying to focus on quality care, maintaining
staff and providing the best possible patient experience. SNFs turn to eSolutions for the most comprehensive billing expertise and
powerful solutions in the industry. Solutions that help you navigate and overcome issues your busy billing and management staff
face daily – consolidated billing, rejected claims, audits and underpayment of services.
If only your team had more hours in the day, those burdens associated with billing and reimbursement could be relieved. You
can turn to eSolutions and our Medicare Enterprise package to give your team back their valuable time and your business
more revenue. From verifying patient eligibility to evaluating claim data and even working claims in RTP, Enterprise has all the
necessary tools to submit, edit and track your claims online, in real time.
Reporting and Analytics
Comprehensive Medicare Reporting and Analytics gives you greater insight into your billing process so you can
spot and trend any issues that may negatively impact your billing and follow-up process. SNF-specific reports and
functionality help you address adjudication problems and improve cash flow.
Claims Correction
Update your claims directly in the Medicare system using our web-based, UB-04 environment. Correct large numbers
of claims in a shorter amount of time. Claims correction is available 24/7 so you’re able to work when it’s convenient.
Eligibility Verification
Retrieve eligibility verification in real time directly from the Medicare system. eSolutions provides you with a more
comprehensive eligibility report than the traditional EDI system. Because we directly access this unique data set, you’re
able to correct data discrepancies such as misspelled names, incorrect HIC numbers and DOB on the spot.
Direct DDE Connection
Our DDE connection service provides a faster, more reliable connection to the DDE system across multiple locations.
Connecting faster to the DDE means your staff processes more claims in less time.

Click here to request more information

